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FIRE EXTINGUISHER – 5 YEAR TESTING 

  

Fire extinguishers are maintained under NZS 4503:2005, the standard for 

hand-operated firefighting equipment in New Zealand. Under this 

standard, every 5 years fire extinguishers require the cylinder to be 

pressure tested to ensure any corrosion or internal damage is 

detected to prevent the cylinder degrading or rupturing. 

Originally this was cost-effective to complete for dry powder 

extinguishers however as the manufacturing of fire extinguishers 

moved off-shore to China, the cost of new units became cheaper than 

testing existing ones so we have been routinely supplying new 

extinguishers as testing falls due and disposing of the expired 

appliances. The cost of returning tested units to site quickly made the 

process of routine pressure testing uneconomic to complete.  

We have been seeking to reduce the amount of waste we produce and we have 

negotiated with a Canterbury-owned testing laboratory to consider bulk rates for the 

testing of cylinders which allows us to provide the test and recharge service more 

economically that the supply of new units. In addition 

to this the cost of breaking down old units recycling 

the metal parts and disposing of the ammonium 

phosphate chemical has increased dramatically.  

We have also found that occasionally new units 

arrive to us from overseas some months after 

manufacture, meaning they will expire in less than 5 

years from the installation date, whereas testing 

cylinders gives a full 5 years extended life to the unit.  

The solution is that if your extinguisher is in good condition, we will swap your 

expired extinguisher for an almost identical reconditioned unit of similar age and 

condition, in much the same way you might pick up an LPG “swappa bottle” for your 

barbecue from the petrol station.  

This process ensures the work supports a Canterbury laboratory business, reduces 

the landfill chemical waste we produce and reduces the carbon emissions of 

servicing your extinguishers. This also keeps costs from increasing to reflect the 

increased disposal charges to keep your costs as low as we can.  

 

Where we have to safely dispose of a damaged or 

unserviceable fire extinguisher, a fee would apply for this.  
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